It is shown by the Fourier analysis of broad Mosebauer spectra that the even part of the distribution of the dominant hyperfine interaction /hyperfine field or quadrupole splitting/ can be obtained directly with out using least-square fitting procedures. Also the odd part of this distribution correlated with other hyperfine parameters /e.g. isomer shift/ can be directly determined. Examples covering the case of amor phous magnetic and paramagnetic iron-based alloys are presented.
where the integrale are taken between -» and +•» (a< alwaya through this work when no other boundaries are given).
The Hoasbauer spectrun with this probability distribution after the subatraction of the background is given aa 
which reduces into -ikS,, ."w " -Gl к I s(k) = (//p(h,S) 2cos(kh) e" .n..lS)(nGe ÜIKI ) After replacing the cosine and sine products with the proper cosine sums and using that j /coskx dk = 4x), the Dlrac л-function, we obtain for the symmetric pert of 8' (v):
while the asymmetric part of the 8' <v) is given by DC
Eq. (9) and (10) are our baaic equations which contain all information of our apectrua after the deconvolutloa of tbe Loreatslan broadening. 
and 
Illustration
In the following simulation we will assume that p(h,S) Is a one-para meter distribution having Gaussian shape, I.e. 
Malt at ions
The fundaaental step in deducing the basic equations (9) and (10) (Fig. 9a). 
Paramagnetic cases
Two room temperature spectra of amorphous alloys will be Investi gated. It is typical for these cases that the isomer shift perturbation Is much smaller than the quadrupole splitting, i.e. (Fig. lOd and e) . The quadrupole splitting distributions p(Q) obtained after normalization are in general in good agreement with that obtained by the BD method from the fitting of the spectrum (Fig. 11) . (Fig. 13) .
Amorphous

Correlation between the hyperfine parameters
In the previous applications only the even part of the Fourier trans formed spectra was taken into account. Since the velocity-zero was chosen
In such a way that S = 0, the odd part of the Fourier transformed spectra should be identically zero if the hyperfine parameters are uncorrelated.
However the parameters are correlated as it is obvious from the asymmetric shape of the spectra. According to Eq. (18) а.
•Г s odd. 
